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9.30% 24
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30.23% 78

30.23% 78

3.88% 10

Q1 How often do you visit Woodbury Field?
Answered: 258 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 258
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Everyday

Twice a week.

Once a week.

Less than once
a week

Never

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Everyday

Twice a week.

Once a week.

Less than once a week

Never
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5.37% 13

12.81% 31

8.26% 20

41.32% 100

21.07% 51

7.85% 19

3.31% 8

Q2 Why do you usually come here? You can choose more than one
answer

Answered: 242 Skipped: 18

TOTAL 242

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Get my toddler out of the house. 5/30/2023 3:31 PM

2 The only reason most people come is for the play park for under 5's. 5/29/2023 11:10 PM

3 Water feature/fountain; bouldering/rock park. A cafe would be amazing. softplay. Cricket pitch. 5/27/2023 4:51 PM

4 With grandchildren 5/25/2023 10:35 PM

5 Relax 5/25/2023 12:22 PM

6 We live so close, we also walk our dog and basically do all these things 5/24/2023 6:28 PM
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Play football.

Play in the
play area.

Walk my dog.

Play with my
children.

Watch my
children play.

Walk, jog or
run

Sit, read,
chat or rest

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Play football.

Play in the play area.

Walk my dog.

Play with my children.

Watch my children play.

Walk, jog or run

Sit, read, chat or rest
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7 Play football, play with children in play area 5/22/2023 7:33 PM

8 Bring my grandchildren 5/21/2023 3:21 PM

9 Let my grandson play 5/19/2023 9:26 AM

10 And play in the play area (it won’t let you choose more than one!) 5/18/2023 11:20 AM

11 We havent been for years, as it was always disappointing. Field covered in dog mess and
broken glass on the tarmac to name a few reasons.

5/18/2023 10:44 AM

12 And play with my kids 5/18/2023 7:32 AM

13 Be with friends 5/17/2023 6:26 PM

14 Basketball, football, grandchildren practice cycling in the flat surface are 5/16/2023 6:49 PM

15 Play with my children 5/15/2023 6:29 AM

16 Play area for children (it won’t let you choose more than one) 5/14/2023 9:41 PM

17 Ride my bike and skateboard 5/14/2023 11:29 AM

18 Scoot or cycle on paved area 5/11/2023 4:35 PM

19 Keep fit class 5/10/2023 3:41 PM

20 Cycle 5/6/2023 6:32 PM

21 Exercise 5/5/2023 9:32 AM

22 Ride my bike 5/2/2023 5:26 PM

23 It doesn’t let you choose more than one. 4/30/2023 11:09 PM

24 Play basketball 4/30/2023 7:24 AM

25 I would visit if adult fitness equipment. And my teen would visit if a more up to date area for
them to include any of the suggestions below.

4/29/2023 11:09 PM

26 Weightwatchers meeting 4/29/2023 10:05 PM

27 Take grandchildren to play 4/28/2023 5:09 PM

28 Watch my grandchildren play! 4/28/2023 5:08 PM

29 Bike ride on the basketball court 4/28/2023 4:12 PM
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49.41% 125

29.64% 75

7.51% 19

11.86% 30

1.58% 4

Q3 What would encourage you to spend more time here?
Answered: 253 Skipped: 7

TOTAL 253

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

More things
for my child...

More things
for older...

More places to
sit down

More things
for adults a...

More
accessibility

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

More things for my children to do

More things for older children and young people to do?

More places to sit down

More things for adults and older people to do

More accessibility
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15.29% 37

6.61% 16

42.98% 104

11.98% 29

0.41% 1

22.73% 55

Q4 What would children and young people most like to have here?
Answered: 242 Skipped: 18

TOTAL 242

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Football goal
ends with...

Table tennis
table

Pump track

Parkour/Ninja
Warrior...

Teqball table
-for playing...

Double cable
way

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Football goal ends with basket ball hoop and target panels

Table tennis table

Pump track

Parkour/Ninja Warrior equipment

Teqball table -for playing football

Double cable way
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17.95% 42

6.84% 16

48.29% 113

26.92% 63

Q5 What would adults most like to have here
Answered: 234 Skipped: 26

TOTAL 234

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Outdoor gym
equipment-to...

Stay fit
equipment-to...

Both outdoor
gym and stay...

More seating

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Outdoor gym equipment-to improve strength and flexibility for example walking or rowing equipment

Stay fit equipment-to improve balance, mobility and the ability to perform daily tasks for example the Up and Go to
maintain mobility. 

Both outdoor gym and stay fit equipment

More seating
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7.75% 20

5.43% 14

0.78% 2

65.89% 170

20.16% 52

Q6 What is your age group.
Answered: 258 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 258
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

12 and under
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Q7 Additional comments. Please share further ideas for how Woodbury
Field could be improved

Answered: 122 Skipped: 138

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Needs better drainage in parts and marked footpaths across it. Picnic tables for families.
Skate park for older children.

6/1/2023 10:10 AM

2 Monkey bars would be great 5/30/2023 5:59 PM

3 I think the most important thing is for young children, as they get older they go and play in the
woods. The area which is fenced off should be for smaller children, older ones are safer and
have less need for a fence around the edge. A big sandpit with a climbing frame so they can
put sand in buckets or use other tools would be great, with a safer sandy slide - and tunnels
they can crawl/toddle through and hide. The older children can have a pump track outside of
the small children play area.

5/30/2023 3:39 PM

4 Young children are still not very well catered for - older children can kick a football around,
younger children need to climb. There should be more for small children, a car /truck or tractor
for them to pretend to drive and climb over, and things to fiddle with, and a wobbly bridge - with
a slide which has safe steps to get to - the ones on the new slide are dangerous for smaller
children.

5/30/2023 3:35 PM

5 Some seating around the court. 5/30/2023 3:33 PM

6 My toddler is SEN, there is no sensory activities in the park at the moment, he needs things to
improve his balance and also fiddle toys. The biggest need is pre-school children who don't go
to school during the day yet.

5/30/2023 3:31 PM

7 The main people who go here are parents and young children. The facilities for young children
are better, but still lag behind others in the area - such as chiswell green. Look at what they
have built at Greenwood Park - it would be amazing if we could have something similar for
young children here.

5/30/2023 3:26 PM

8 I would like to see the big “maypole” swing stay as kids/teenagers enjoy it. Is there enough
room for a sports pitch as well? There are no football or cricket grounds in BW which is
unusual for a village this size

5/30/2023 11:55 AM

9 There isn't enough for toddlers and under 5s (smaller climbing frames, slides, sensory areas.) 5/29/2023 11:17 PM

10 None of the options which are suggested are the right thing for the park. The primary users of
the park are under 5's. They are the ones who need it most and who will use it most. The
offering for small children so far is far below what I was hoping for. There is no slide suitable
for a toddler, there is no balance bar, no sand area, no trampoline, no wobbly bridge. Adults
don't need an outside gym they can go to woodside and use the proper gym. Don't focus on
teenages it will just lead to anti-social behaviour. Get the offering right for the young children
and you will have happy parents and grandparents (adults). If you want to make it inclusive
have some sensory toys for mental stimulation and cognitive development for children, have
some balance areas for motor skills.

5/29/2023 11:10 PM

11 A cafe or tuck shop would be good especially when warm for drinks etc 5/29/2023 6:36 PM

12 Sandpit, cafe 5/27/2023 3:43 AM

13 Coffee shop would be great 5/26/2023 6:16 PM

14 I would like table tennis , skating, outdoor gym 5/26/2023 5:44 PM

15 Have more things for children, for skating and few playing items.. for elder like table tennis,
outdoor gym

5/26/2023 5:37 PM

16 More seating, particularly in the play area for parents while their children play. Why in Q3 and 5 5/26/2023 4:00 PM
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could we only tick one box?

17 More baby swings, they are always busy as nothing else for babies. Also ground level
trampoline

5/26/2023 9:00 AM

18 some sort of water feature/play 5/25/2023 11:04 PM

19 A pump track will appeal to all age groups in all weathers ! 5/25/2023 3:44 PM

20 Please make sure play equipment is inclusive for children with disabilities 5/25/2023 2:32 PM

21 Improved access. Currently only one access point via a path. And to make it safer to cross to
the park, so a crossing would be good.

5/25/2023 1:34 PM

22 Have the national grid moved . Just a thought only you hear it buzzing whilst you’re in the field.
Probably impossible request

5/25/2023 1:24 PM

23 Pull Up Bar please. 5/25/2023 1:00 PM

24 For the time we’ve being waiting for improvements, what has been done so far is a joke. 5/25/2023 12:22 PM

25 The new park is amazing! I've never seen it so busy! It's become a hub which it always
needed to, let's hope it grows from here

5/24/2023 5:35 PM

26 More swings for children would be great! 5/24/2023 3:30 PM

27 Splash area for kids, sand pits picnic benches 5/23/2023 8:00 PM

28 More seating or maybe picnic area. More parking space would be fantastic 5/22/2023 7:33 PM

29 More imaginary play areas for example, slopes leading up to a lookout point. More things
accessible to younger children.

5/21/2023 3:21 PM

30 More picnic benches , sand pit/ sand play space, a coffee and snack hut 5/21/2023 3:14 PM

31 A wild or community garden would also be a great addition 5/20/2023 5:27 PM

32 Love the idea of the double cable way and the pump track and the outdoor fitness equipment. I
would also love to see a mini fenced off area for very little ones to potter around safe from the
swings. Also inclusive play equipment for sen children

5/20/2023 12:58 PM

33 Improve drainage to reduce the mud. Have a tea shack! 5/20/2023 12:12 PM

34 Make sure the drainage keeps on working. 5/20/2023 5:20 AM

35 A variety of playground equipment aimed at specific age groups I.e. Big and little climbing
frames, zip wire, trampoline, variety of swings ie tandem swings and basket swin in addition to
baby and youth swings, spinners, sensory area with outdoor instruments and tactile boards.

5/19/2023 9:53 PM

36 A nice canteen with sitting area, similar to what they have in Shenley park would be amazing 5/19/2023 6:09 PM

37 My grandson is 2 1/2 yrs and I found the steps for him on the slide are two far apart for
climbing & he is a tall boy. Could the developer be mindful of this.

5/19/2023 9:26 AM

38 Picnic tables or more seating is needed. Something for older children, a zip wire, pump track,
table tennis, tennis court etc.

5/19/2023 8:03 AM

39 Street food van parked by the pitch a few hours a dayand 2-3 picnic tables 5/18/2023 7:53 PM

40 Would like a cycling track, somewhere to get snacks and toilets. 5/18/2023 4:03 PM

41 Better slide accessible for young children 5/18/2023 12:28 PM

42 A basketball hoop and goal would also be good. 5/18/2023 11:20 AM

43 I use the park when I have my grandbabies and when walking the dog, it’s a great location for
us and we would use it more if it offered more.

5/18/2023 10:59 AM

44 Accessible toilets nearby, water station, benches 5/18/2023 10:56 AM

45 The park itself needs more bins to encourage people to use them. Better access is also
required ie only one paved entrance?!

5/18/2023 10:44 AM

46 You almost never see people using the outdoor gyms for adults. I think it would be much better 5/18/2023 10:15 AM
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to use the space for children and teenagers.

47 Make use of fields with more than just one of the equipments listed above, to encourage
people of all ages to be active and outdoors and enjoy our village

5/18/2023 9:01 AM

48 I now take my grandchildren to the park most days, more play equipment would be great.
Sunken trampoline & a wooden fort

5/18/2023 7:14 AM

49 Sports and gym equipment 5/17/2023 10:45 PM

50 We are so happy for the changes already, thank you. We would love a tennis court so we can
play together as a family. Thank you.

5/17/2023 9:14 PM

51 Also be good to have football and basketball 5/17/2023 9:02 PM

52 A slide that toddlers can use. Both slides have ladders that are too far apart for them to climb. 5/17/2023 8:32 PM

53 A walking track around the park. More bins 5/17/2023 6:47 PM

54 I would like to comment about the playground equipment for the toddlers and young children, I
wish there was more wooden equipment and more suitable for the young children as our little
one is really struggling to climb on the metal ladders and most of them don’t feel safe. Some
wooden structures, climbing frames and slides would have been amazing. Thank you

5/17/2023 6:38 PM

55 Pump track/ skatepark 5/17/2023 6:08 PM

56 Qu.4 I hope whatever else we have there will still be a basketball hoop and somewhere to
cycle/scoot. Definitely needs to be some benches.

5/17/2023 6:08 PM

57 Thought the children’s play park would have been bigger 5/17/2023 6:04 PM

58 The play area for younger children doesn’t have enough for the under 5s. It would be wonderful
if there was a slide suitable for this age group, a small sunken trampoline and a tunnel

5/17/2023 6:04 PM

59 Cafe 🥰🥰 5/17/2023 6:03 PM

60 Would be good to have an area that can be used all year round without feet getting too muddy.
Upper arm strength activities. Also my daughters wanted the choice of ninja and double double
ride

5/17/2023 5:56 PM

61 Some toilets and a park cafe would be amazing here. Play areas that you can use all year
round, so so sun shade and floors that won’t stay muddy

5/17/2023 5:44 PM

62 Cafe. Include all above 5/17/2023 4:52 PM

63 Please keep the flat surface area for basketball and football. A cycled scooter track would be
much appreciated please!

5/16/2023 6:49 PM

64 A solution to the waterlog problem that happens every time it rains as it gets too muddy to
access and play. Lighting for the evening.

5/15/2023 11:28 AM

65 finish it 5/14/2023 6:49 PM

66 A cafe or tuck shop would be great and really encourage people to stay longer. Also picnic
tables on the main grass area away from the pylon. Our kids are missing the big horse.

5/14/2023 5:29 PM

67 When this was first presented there was a lot more play equipment shown for younger children,
I am disappointed that there isn’t as much as was promised

5/14/2023 12:02 PM

68 Liking what’s been achieved so far. Some extra equipment as outlined above would improve it
further. Also more pathways in and around the playground.

5/13/2023 4:48 PM

69 Also like ninger warrier and cable run 5/13/2023 8:19 AM

70 Also like parkour 5/12/2023 4:47 PM

71 also like the ninger warrier equipment 5/12/2023 4:11 PM

72 Thank you for letting us be the first to use the new play equipment. Whilst I think an extension
of the playground is a good idea, I think a pump track and ninja facilities is an awful idea.
There are no parking facilities and the field is used predominantly by dog walkers. I do not
think this site is appropriate to have teenagers hanging around and should not be attracting

5/12/2023 11:12 AM
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people from outside of the village due to the lack of parking facilities/ toilets etc. I know that
local residents experienced people going to the toilet in their driveways and this is not the
residents should have to deal with. I also don’t think outdoor gym equipment is a benefit to the
community, these spaces are rarely used.

73 An all purpose complex with something for all ages; such as sand pit, table tennis, parkour,
scooting/biking track and gym equipment. . A little kiosk in the summer months with possible
small toilet house.

5/12/2023 7:26 AM

74 We would like to inform you that human waste is being dumped in woodbury field, unless the
access gate is secured you will have travellers gaining entrance. Motor bikes are often seen
on the field. We cannot go there after dark as the travellers are drug dealing. Other youngsters
smoke cannabis so no seating is preferable. The football game is antisocial and no council
would erect this near their homes. The illegal gypsy site now has 31 bungalows on the land,
perhaps it would be prudent to address this and not completely ignore.

5/11/2023 9:22 PM

75 I feel that there should be parking as a local resident I know that we will be impacted by the
lack of parking.

5/11/2023 8:08 PM

76 Please can we have a splash park? 5/11/2023 5:05 PM

77 I never been to this park although this is just walking distance due to the area being very dark
and never see anything from the road. Which i find bit unsafe for me and my children. I have
been using Greenwood park as an alternative as it is safe for my children. I have heard anti
social behaviour and bullying happening in this park so in the next phase please make sure the
safety of the users. I believe this is will be a great addition to bricketwood community.

5/11/2023 5:04 PM

78 Balance of inclusion for all. Football goal vital and quality swings etc for babies upwards 5/11/2023 12:59 PM

79 Move the buzzing pylon 5/8/2023 11:09 PM

80 Surfaced boundary path 5/8/2023 1:54 PM

81 Would really like gym equipment I can walk to. I drive to the Park Street ones. 5/7/2023 10:12 AM

82 PLEASE CONSIDER THE NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THOSE RESIDENTS LIVING LOCAL TO
THE PARK - OUR CONCERNS HAVE SO FAR BEEN IGNORED. CAR PARKING MUST BE
INCLUDED IN THE PARK – We are sick of blocked drives, antisocial behaviour etc. More
facilities mean more people, MANY OF WHOM DO/WILL DRIVE HERE. The gate relocation
already increased vehicles parked locally, with people climbing through it to access the park.
PLEASE DO NOT INSTALL A PUMP TRACK – it will give motorbikes / quad bikes (already a
problem in the park) a readymade race track.

5/6/2023 8:20 PM

83 If you put in any equipment for teens, the local thugs will immediately vandalise it. If you put in
a track, you are opening the door to those idiots on motorbikes to race on it. There is no where
to park as well, so more equipment will mean more cars - its dangerous enough on the corner
of lye lane and oak avenue at the moment, this will cause chaos.

5/6/2023 7:49 PM

84 Better drainage 5/5/2023 9:32 AM

85 More benches, picnic tables and bins would be good. Zip wire and table tennis tables would be
our pick. A track or path Al the way round to ride scooters/bikes but not so keen on a pump
track. A kiosk like they do at greenwood park would be amazing, or a least access for an ice
cream van/coffee cart etc.

5/3/2023 11:34 PM

86 As an adult I would like a pump track and it is not an option, this could introduce bias to your
survey.

5/2/2023 8:48 PM

87 Extra seating would be good too. 5/2/2023 8:26 PM

88 It would be helpful to have more park equipment suitable for young toddlers for example a
sandpit and also picnic tables for families to sit and enjoy the park.

5/2/2023 8:23 PM

89 A pump track would be awesome, id definitely visit if there was one 5/2/2023 5:51 PM

90 What about parking, I am a resident opposite the field and concerned about people parking on
the pavement .

5/2/2023 12:47 PM

91 With more equipment you need more seating area !!!! 5/1/2023 10:15 PM

92 As an adult I would like a pump track to use 5/1/2023 8:58 PM
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93 Its not easy to answer especially that only one option can be chosen. Definitely needs more
seating area.

5/1/2023 8:47 AM

94 Running track 5/1/2023 5:59 AM

95 Bouncy flooring please. Boarding bits for scootering and skateboarding. Creative play areas
with contemporary climbing apparatus.

4/30/2023 11:09 PM

96 I think the play area although is a great improvement it’s not good. The equipment is boring
and not challenging. Greenwood Park is a better example of a fun park. Where is the sand pit
for example or a proper climbing frame? How about a small cafe in the park and some seating.
Will the ice cream vehicle be able to visit?? Much more can be done and a table tennis table is
a must maybe two tables. There is a lot of space take advantage whilst this project is on the
table . If you don’t take advantage the moment will be lost forever.

4/30/2023 9:55 PM

97 Toilets & baby changing facilities. Picnic tables. 4/30/2023 9:50 PM

98 Look at the amazing work I did in South oxhey that's what we want 4/30/2023 2:33 PM

99 It would be nice to have toilet facilities. Greenwood park is amazing so just a smaller version
of that.

4/30/2023 11:08 AM

100 There needs to be a selection of things for older children to do rather than just one. Include a
water tap/ fountain to access water and plenty of bins to encourage recycling.

4/30/2023 9:02 AM

101 Football area would be good too 4/30/2023 6:58 AM

102 Make it inclusive for disability. Also lots of benches to sit and picnic tables for families.
Football goals a bonus. Thank you for making this better for our community.

4/30/2023 6:43 AM

103 We are a quiet neighbourhood and we have a local team who train here. I love walking my dog
through my park but wish there was a route around it instead of walking in the mud!

4/30/2023 12:54 AM

104 More for teens would be great, they missed out on a decent park when they were younger. 4/29/2023 11:09 PM

105 Look at the success of the pump track in cotton mill. This would be a real hit with the kids of
the local villages given most of them head off to the common and woods for similar thrills of
jumps

4/29/2023 11:00 PM

106 Great place for all ages would be good 4/29/2023 10:27 PM

107 Monitor Disabled Parking Bays at 8-9 a.m 4/29/2023 10:05 PM

108 Access for wheelchairs/scooters/rollators is very poor - happy to advise on problems (&
possible solutions)

4/29/2023 9:53 PM

109 I don't understand why you can only pick one option for the kids equipment but you can pick
more than one for the adults equipment, particularly when the kids equipment will vary in cost
significantly

4/29/2023 9:42 PM

110 Monkey bars 4/29/2023 9:36 PM

111 Please have some consideration for the local residents who have to put up with the random
parking and very angry people who frequent the park. Also, if you put a pump track there, you
are going to open the door to all manor of anti social behaviour with motorbikes and quad
bikes. It's bad enough with people racing around the park at night now, if you give them a
reason to go there and race, it will be so much worse.

4/29/2023 9:32 PM

112 Increased use of the park is likely to result in parking issues in local streets. Adequate parking
provision is essential.

4/29/2023 9:32 PM

113 Something for the pre-teen age group is so important. There’s so little for the kids to do and
Bricket Wood would benefit so much from a park that suits both young kids and older children
too

4/29/2023 8:57 PM

114 Bar for pull ups & chin ups for adults would be really beneficial 4/29/2023 8:34 PM

115 It needs to be a good mix for older and younger children. As a local childminder I would love a
space to take my little ones to (under 5s) as well as the older children I look after (5-10 year
olds) I also have an 8 year old (with asd/adhd) so would love stuff he can climb.

4/29/2023 11:13 AM
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116 Picnic benches 4/28/2023 8:15 PM

117 Would be nice for the bridge entrance to be wider, and a less muddy path leading from bridge
to play area (to make navigation with double pram easier!)

4/28/2023 8:10 PM

118 A great deal more seating around the play area and to allow picnics and plenty of rubbish bins
!!!!

4/28/2023 5:09 PM

119 More seating for parents/grandparents 4/28/2023 5:08 PM

120 Football goals, ninja equipment and a pump track will all be welcomed 4/28/2023 5:08 PM

121 Pocmic benches clwould be a nice addition ti sit with family and friends, aparatus suitable for
younfer and oldet children. A pump track would be a great addition and Im sure would be well
used by those in the village

4/28/2023 4:49 PM

122 Pump track is a perfect addition to Woodbury field allowing toddlers to learn on balance bikes
and older to children to enjoy too.

4/28/2023 4:12 PM


